THE PROPOSAL STORY

ONE DAY AFTER _______ OF ________, ________ decided he
length of time verb (ing) groom
COULDN'T LIVE WITHOUT HIS _______ ________ ANY LONGER.
adjective bridge
SO HE DECIDED TO ASK FOR HER ________ IN ________.
body part noun
WANTED TO _______ HER AND MAKE HIS ________ VERY SPECIAL.
verb noun
HE PLANNED TO _______ THE ________ IN HER DESSERT AT DINNER. SO HE
verb noun
TOOK HER TO THEIR FAVORITE RESTAURANT _________. THEY
name of restaurant
ATE _______ AND DRANK _______. WHEN THE ________
type of food liquid type of job
ASKED IF THEY WANTED ________, ________ said, 'NO!' SHE COULDN'T
noun bride
POSSIBLY _______ ANOTHER BITE. ________ WAS _________. WHAT
verb groom feeling
WOULD HE DO NOW HE ________? HE SAID, "OH, ________, WHY DON'T
verb past tense noun of endearment
WE SPLIT SOMETHING", AND SO HE ASKED FOR SOME ________
type of food
WHEN IT FINALLY ________, AND THEY STARTED _______ IT, THE
verb past tense verb (ing)
RING WAS ________ AND ________ ASKED ________ TO
verb past tense groom bride
_______ HIM! AND, THE REST, AS THEY SAY, IS ________
verb school subject
LENGTH OF TIME: ____________

NOUN: ____________

VERB (-ING): ____________

BRIDE: ____________

GROOM: ____________

ADJECTIVE: ____________

BODY PART: ____________

TERM OF ENDEARMENT: ____________

NAME OF RESTAURANT: ____________

TYPE OF FOOD: ____________

LIQUID: ____________

TYPE OF JOB: ____________

SCHOOL SUBJECT: ____________

ADJECTIVE: DESCRIBES SOMETHING OR SOMEBODY. SHORT, MESSY, SOFT, UGLY, FAT AND DUMB ARE ALL ADJECTIVES.

ADVERB: TELLS HOW SOMETHING IS DONE. USUALLY ENDS IN 'LY'. CAREFULLY, STUPIDLY, HAPPILY, GREEDILY, AND MODESTLY ARE ALL ADVERBS.

NOUN: IS A PERSON, PLACE OR THING.

VERB: AN ACTION WORD. RUN, PITCH, JUMP, HIKE, ARE VERBS. PAST TENSE VERBS ARE RAN, PITCHED, JUMPED, AND HIKE. VERB (ING) MEANS THE WORD NEEDS TO END IN (ING) LIKE SWIMMING, JUMPING, EATING, AND RUNNING.